PRESS RELEASE

VC South Invests in NTerVu
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, December 1, 2006 - NTerVu, a Web 2.0 company that builds expert interview systems, has announced
an investment by VC South, an Atlanta-based private equity firm providing early-stage venture capital. Terms of the deal were
not disclosed.
NTerVu is a revolutionary online tool which turns any hiring manager into an expert interviewer in under 5 minutes. It generates
custom interviewing questionnaires complete with core competencies and behavioral-based questions recommended by experts.
It allows managers to view and compare candidates "side by side" for consistently better hiring decisions and reference checks
to determine the best possible candidate.
"VC South provided unique advantages to us beyond the funding," said April Basile of NTerVu. These advantages included an
exceptional team of VC South IT developers which greatly accelerated product development, and massive marketing assets
such as unique access to over 350,000 HR executives through another VC South portfolio company. Shared financial
management and VC South's 24x7 shared customer service staff further reduced overhead during the critical early stages.
The NTerVu system more accurately predicts a candidate's potential for success. After each interview, built-in comparison tools
automatically analyze candidates and display their strengths and weaknesses compared to the core competencies required for
the position. Behavioral interviewing has a strong track record in the Fortune 1000 of increasing hiring success by over 50
percent. The online NTerVu "software as a service" system enables companies of any size to take better hiring to the next level.
"We are pleased to invest in NTerVu which helps any manager interview and hire better," said Michael Price, Managing Director
of VC South. "Almost every manager has made a bad hire at some point and the cost of bad hires is high. Research has shown
increasing numbers of companies are using behavior-based methods to screen applicants. NTerVu enables any manager to
become an instant pro at interviewing and selecting the best possible candidate."
NTerVu is an indispensable tool for any manager or HR staff. It can be used instantly as a standalone tool or in conjunction with
most popular HCM and ERP HR workflow systems. See www.NTerVu.com for a free 30-day trial.
For more information on NTerVu and a free 30-day trial go to www.NTerVu.com (or for more information on VC South see
www.VCSouth.com).
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